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Process tracing has become popular as a means of analysing a person's cognitive activities during complex work tasks. These tasks may be real or simulated. Despite the popularity of process tracing, no single methodology or prescribed set of techniques has emerged from the literature. There is variation in both the goal of process tracing and how it is carried out although unfortunately its nature and accompanying justi cation are often not made explicit. This paper proposes a four-stage generic model of process tracing comprising: data collection (including behavioural records, verbal reports and eye movements); transcription, integration and segmentation of data into a time-lined account; coding using cognitive categories; and further analysis and representation of the data. How these stages are accomplished is discussed in the context of examples from a range of eld studies together with principles of good practice.
Determining the nature of work activities is necessary before occupational and organizational psychology can design interventions that improve the performance of both individuals and organizations. The role and importance of using job and task analysis techniques are well understood and have been reviewed extensively (e.g. Harvey, 1991; Kirwan & Ainsworth, 1992) . Despite this, there has been an upsurge of publications over the last decade that refer to 'cognitive task analysis' (Militello & Hutton, 1998; O'Hare, Wiggins, Williams, & Wong, 1998; Schraagen, Chipman, & Shalin, 2000; Vicente, 1999) . This term is used to emphasize the importance of identifying the cognitive activities underpinning work performance, as opposed to traditional approaches that specify the 'prescribed task' (Leplat, 1987) , the logically optimal means of carrying out the task, or the observable task activities. One reason for the increased interest in analysing cognitions is that in this knowledge-intensive society there is a need to elicit knowledge from subject-matter experts in order to design and develop new training and automatic manufacturing control systems. (For reviews of knowledge elicitation techniques, see Cooke, 1994; Fowlkes, Salas, Baker, CannonBowers, & Stout, 2000; Hoffman, Shadbolt, Burton, & Klein, 1995.) Also, despite the increasing use of technology at work and the downsizing of the workforce in manufacturing industry, the role of cognition has increased in many of those jobs that remain. A few personnel are now responsible for monitoring, controlling and troubleshooting complex plant and equipment. Ironically, despite automation, their jobs have become more difficult because they are less involved directly with the industrial processes and are required to intervene infrequently but in more critical ways (Bainbridge, 1987) . Therefore the recent literature on cognitive task analysis reflects a desire to develop more powerful techniques capable of identifying workers' cognitions, such that the risk of potentially costly and catastrophic human error in industrial and medical contexts can be reduced. This need is recognised by Bainbridge (1990) :
There are many complex jobs in which the outcome of thinking does not emerge in observable action. For example, one can think out a plan of action, assess it, and decide it is inadequate for the purpose, or one can work out the implications of a situation, and memorise the decision for use later. If we want to train and support these types of work, then we need information about these processes. (p. 161) The aim of this paper is to discuss one form of cognitive task analysis, termed 'process tracing', that has been employed to examine performance in a wide range of work situations, including managerial decision making (Marmaras, Lioukas, & Laios, 1992) ; the use of hypertext (Mao & Benbasat, 1998) ; the reasoning of medical physicians (Hasselbrock & Prietula, 1992) ; the problem-solving strategies of process control operators (e.g. Decortis, 1993; Patrick, Grainger, et al., 1999) ; and decision making in the control of a blast furnace (Hoc, 1989) , a paper mill (Schaafstal, 1991) , and a submarine (Kirschenbaum, 1992) .
Despite the increasing popularity of process tracing, serious concerns and criticisms need to be raised about this methodology. First, there is so much variability in how process tracing is carried out that it is difficult to delineate the nature and boundaries of this methodology. This is reflected in a review by Woods (1992) that distinguishes verbal reports and behavioural protocols as two main process-tracing methodologies. However, these do not constitute complete methodologies, but rather refer only to types of data, as they do not indicate how the data are collected, coded, structured and represented. The question therefore arises as to what are the stages or steps that constitute a process-tracing method. A second criticism, made by Blackman and Nelson (1988) and reiterated by Doherty (1993) in the context of research into naturalistic decision making, is that many studies do not describe fully the procedures used to infer underlying cognitive processes, and in some cases, even the data acquisition methods. Consequently, this paper attempts to specify the generic stages of process tracing, discussing how each may be accomplished by citing examples from the literature. However before this, the overall aim of process tracing needs to be defined and the type that is the subject of the present paper needs to be differentiated from other forms.
The nature and goal of process tracing
The aim and nature of process tracing are described by Woods (1992) as:
To map out how the incident unfolded including available cues, those cues actually noted by participants, and participants' interpretation in both the immediate and in the larger institutional and professional contexts. This is called a process tracing or protocol analysis method because it focuses on how a given outcome came about. (p. 5)
The unique feature of this form of process tracing is that the analyst is developing a dynamic account of a person's thinking and reasoning in relation to an evolving work situation or incident that may occur in the control of, e.g., an industrial plant or fire. In these situations not only does information become available to, or is requested by, the person/team, but information also changes due to variations in the work environment. Identifying the person or team's cognitions in these situations is both important and difficult (Bainbridge, 1990; Moray, 1998; Woods, 1992) because these work situations occur infrequently, and when they do, there is little overt behaviour to record (Sanderson, Verhage, & Fuld, 1989) . Also within a complex environment, such as a process control plant, there may be a variety of equally valid work strategies that can be employed to achieve the same work goal. Process tracing adopts an ideographic analytical approach that produces a qualitative description of how a person tackles some dynamic work task, which can be compared against how others deal with similar situations. In addition to this qualitative approach it is often desirable to develop generalizations about work performance that can be quantified. This can be achieved by selecting measures or categories from these qualitative descriptions on which data from a number of persons can be collated, analysed and evaluated using traditional statistical techniques. This is discussed later in this paper.
The form of process tracing in scope to the present paper can be differentiated from two other variants of this methodology. First, process tracing is cited frequently in the decision-making literature (e.g. Covey & Lovie, 1998; Ford, Schmitt, Schectman, Hults, & Doherty, 1989; Svenson, 1979) . In these studies the sequence in which the decision maker searches an information board, sometimes supplemented by verbal report and eye movement data, is used to infer the nature of decision making and to test theoretical models. Although the information unfolds over time, it is not dynamic and subject to change, unlike the dynamic work situations that are the focus of this paper. Secondly, Chi (1997) discusses the steps involved in analysing verbal reports from persons involved in learning and comprehension situations. Although there is some similarity with the generic stages discussed below, as Chi points out, her goal is to identify the nature of the explanations and types of knowledge used in these situations. In contrast, we are concerned with making a person's chain of reasoning explicit rather than the representation of knowledge underpinning this process. Therefore the type of process tracing in scope to the present paper produces a temporal account of the nature of a person's major cognitive activities plotted against the available information from an evolving work situation. This not only enables these covert processes to become more transparent but also facilitates their evaluation together with the development of interventions such as training, selection or redesign.
The specific purpose and nature of each process-tracing application can vary even though the overall aim of process tracing is the same. Frequently the purpose is to identify the reasoning characteristics and strategies of either experts or experienced personnel in a range of work situations. For example, Reed and Johnson (1993) examined diagnosis of faults in computer hardware by using think aloud protocols, observation and directed interviews; Kirschenbaum (1992) employed a submarine search scenario to understand the decision making of naval officers, particularly with respect to their information gathering activities; Eekhout and Rouse (1981) studied the performance of seven crews in coping with failures in a high fidelity simulator of a supertanker control room using a mixture of verbal protocols, computer log of events, interviews, questionnaires and observation. The purpose of some process-tracing studies is to not only pinpoint workers' strategies but also to identify their lack of effectiveness or efficiency in order to develop training programmes. Thus Patrick, Gregov, Halliday, Handley, and O'Reilly (1999) used concurrent verbal reports and video recording of actions to identify process controller's strategies for dealing with unusual plant situations and to implement and evaluate subsequent training. Alternatively the purpose may be to design cooperative work and aiding systems (e.g. Holmstrom, Volden, & Endestad, 1993; Roth, Bennett, & Woods, 1987) .
Many studies that involve process tracing are multi-purpose. Thus the purpose of Pew, Miller, and Feehrer's (1981) classic retrospective analysis of four nuclear incidents at Prairie Island, North Anna, Oconee and Oyster Creek was to improve decision making via personnel changes, training and computerized support systems. Process tracing was used to develop a timeline of an operator's knowledge/belief state, intention, expectation, and decision/action in relation to evolving work situations for each nuclear incident. However to produce recommendations for improvement, other techniques were used including an expert panel to assess decisions and actions and the potential impact of changes in training and control room design on the errors documented. Similarly, Bereiter and Miller (1989) , in their investigation of troubleshooting in a computer-controlled manufacturing system, were also concerned with evaluation of overall system design with recommendations for improvement in various subsystems. Process tracing is used in these work situations, even though it is a resource demanding type of analysis, because of the high cost of error in terms of both safety and economic factors.
Given the variations in how process tracing is carried out and criticisms of this type of analysis, the aim of this paper is to specify the generic stages in this methodology and to examine how each can be accomplished, citing examples from the literature.
Generic stages of process tracing
Process tracing is a selective, constructive process involving a series of stages that can be achieved by different methods. This stage-oriented perspective is not only similar to that of Olson and Biolsi (1991) but also to the generic stages of any task analysis (e.g. Stammers, 1995) . It is proposed that process tracing involves the following four generic stages:
(1) Collection of data. Different data (e.g. behavioural records, system states, verbal reports, eye movements) can be collected by different methods (e.g. video recording, concurrent or retrospective probes, interviews, observation). These stages describe the tasks confronting the analyst. Stage 4 is optional, although it is usually completed, whereas the first three stages occur, in that order, in any process tracing. Despite this ubiquity, these stages should not be viewed as a prescriptive procedure for process tracing as the size, and therefore the number, of these steps can vary, as well as how they are labelled. Nevertheless there is some consensus in the ground covered by the above four stages and that proposed by others (Bainbridge, 1990; Chi, 1997; Ericsson & Simon 1993; Goh & Coury 1994; Pidgeon, Turner, & Blockley, 1991) . Movement through these steps corresponds to increasing levels of inference and abstraction in the process tracing. It is inevitable that as more steps are involved with more levels of abstraction from the original data, there is more room for error. Hollnagel, Pederson, and Rasmussen (1981) characterized this transition as process tracing becoming more concept dependent and context independent whilst Long (1986) notes that as data is processed into higher-level categories, more intermediate representations are needed. Consequently, in some studies, identification of work strategies emerges only at the end of the analysis (e.g. Bereiter & Miller, 1989 , Goh & Coury, 1994 . Thus in an analysis of the diagnostic reasoning exhibited by physicians, Patel and Groen (1986) begin with a propositional analysis from which they are able to identify causal networks and productions, and ultimately they are able to characterize performance in terms of forward versus backward reasoning.
The four generic stages define the minimum specification of a process tracing methodology. It is important that these stages and how they are accomplished be described explicitly in any investigation because they will have a substantial influence on the ensuing results. Ideally, there should be no gaps in this specification, so that the study can not only be replicated, but different analysts could reliably achieve the same results regardless of their expertise or expectations. Very few work studies of problem solving meet these requirements although notable exceptions are studies by Pew et al. (1981) and Bereiter and Miller (1989) in industrial contexts and Patel and Groen (1986) and Hasselbrock and Prietula (1992) in medical contexts. Many other studies typically only report the data sources and collection methods used to produce the raw data in stage 1. Whilst these are important and have been written about at length, they constitute only part of a process tracing methodology as defined here.
The fact that process tracing can be accomplished in many ways points to yet another potential danger. The products of process tracing will depend upon how each stage is carried out and it is therefore imperative that adequate justification is provided. Ideally these decisions should be driven by a strong theoretical perspective that will have ramifications for how each stage is performed, such as the type of data to be collected, the coding scheme to be applied to the data, and how the data are to be analysed and represented. In some areas, such as medical diagnosis, there are wellestablished theoretical perspectives and traditions that may guide the process tracing whereas in others the investigator will have to make these decisions ab initio. The important point to stress is that there are alternative ways of performing any process-tracing analysis and these therefore require careful consideration, selection and justification.
Data collection
In the first stage of process tracing, decisions have to be made concerning what data to collect and how this should be accomplished. There are comprehensive reviews of knowledge elicitation techniques in work situations (Cooke, 1994; Hoffman, Crandall, & Shadbolt, 1998; Hoffman, et al., 1995) . Some researchers have postulated that a strong relationship exists between the method of data collection and the type of knowledge that can be elicited, referred to by Hoffman et al. (1995) as the 'differential access hypothesis'. However Hoffman et al. in their review reject a strong version of this hypothesis although they do conclude 'methods may differ in terms of the kinds of knowledge or strategies that they elicit most effectively or most readily' (p. 145). In process-tracing studies the source of data is a job incumbent, an expert or an experienced worker who is performing the task in a real or simulated work setting. The most frequent forms of data are records of the person's actions and verbal reports, elicited either concurrently or retrospectively, and less frequently, their eye movements. Each of these is discussed below.
An important consideration in this first stage of process tracing is the trade off between the amount and type of data collected, and the level of cognitive specification that is required. Thus, the less the data collected during, e.g., problem solving, the higher level the cognitive specification that will result, i.e. the 'chunks' of cognition will be specified at a coarser level covering a greater time period. At the other extreme, there is a floor effect such that despite the collection of more data, it will be difficult to increase the detail of the cognitive specification beyond a certain level without the use of experimental technique. There will be diminishing returns from the amount of data collected in terms of the gain in level of cognitive specification in the process-tracing analysis. This level of cognitive specification is known as its 'granularity' (Doherty, 1993) . The level of granularity that is required will be dictated by the purpose of the study, and this is particularly so with a top-down approach in which the hypotheses and concepts of interest are prespecified.
General behavioural records
A behavioural record is a record of the actions taken by a person during a task such as troubleshooting or controlling an industrial process. For example, a video recording of the screen and keyboard, provides a record that can be evaluated subsequently. In the context of human-computer interaction, Wright and Monk (1989) discuss the use of a 'time stamped system log' which includes information about command and data inputs, state transitions of the system and time between keystrokes. System logs are useful because they are not intrusive and because, as symbolic records, they are amenable to automatic searches (e.g. for classes of actions). They are usually available from the current generation of plant simulators used in the process control and aviation industries. Behavioural records can be used for retrospective interrogation of the task performer and this can facilitate the generation of verbal reports. The behavioural data concerning the person/system interaction also helps in making inferences about the cognitive activities involved and provide an important context for interpreting and coding a verbal report.
Verbal reports
Inevitably process tracing includes the collection of a verbal report from the task performer either during or after performance (e.g. Anzai, 1984; Bainbridge, 1974 Bainbridge, , 1979 Bainbridge, , 1990 Leplat & Hoc, 1981; Umbers, 1979 Umbers, , 1981 . There are many advocates of the use of verbal report in the context of analysing work activities in the process control industry (e.g. Bainbridge, 1990; Blackman & Nelson, 1988; Sanderson, Verhage, & Fuld, 1989) . Consequently verbal reports have been used extensively in field studies of work to examine the reasoning skills of operators and technical personnel controlling complex industrial manufacturing processes.
Because so much discussion has focused on the validity of verbal reports (e.g. Ericsson & Simon 1980 Nisbett & Wilson, 1977) , only some of the main arguments will be summarized here. Humans not only rationalize about their cognitions, but also tend to be overconfident in the extent to which their verbal reports are an accurate reflection of their performance. Despite this, Ericsson and Simon argued that we should treat verbal reports as data and ask under what conditions they are valid. According to them, verbal reports are valid when they reflect information directly used in problem solving that is either stored in STM or has an enduring trace in LTM. Two dimensions that are important for the validity of the secondary task of producing verbal reports are when the verbal report is made in relation to the primary task (i.e. concurrent or retrospective) and the mapping between the content of the verbal report and the information heeded during task performance. Verbal reports are likely to be invalid when they require the person to either recode/filter information used or to make some inference that would not have occurred naturally during task performance. In addition, Ericsson and Simon point to the potential problems of non-veridicality where thoughts may be unreported (omissions) or fabricated (commissions) and reactivity where the act of concurrent verbalization may change the cognitive processes underlying task performance. Whilst it is difficult to envisage how to test for non-veridicality, a number of studies have attempted to do this by comparing task performance measures against a silent control group (Roth, 1966; Russo, Johnson, & Stephens, 1989; Schweiger, 1983) . Findings from a study of fault diagnosis by Brinkman (1993) are typical: concurrent verbalization results in delays in processing but does not change its nature. However some studies have found evidence of reactivity (Biehal & Chakravarti, 1989; Russo et al., 1989) . The insurmountable issue that has to be faced in the use of verbal report is that, despite an investigator's best endeavours, it is impossible to determine whether Ericsson and Simon's conditions for the production of valid verbal reports have indeed been met.
Some precautions advocated by Ericsson and Simon that will increase the chance of concurrent verbal reports being valid are the use of both careful instructions concerning how to think aloud and warm-up trials that provide practice at such verbalization. Despite these sensible suggestions, there will be some implicit knowledge that cannot be easily captured by think aloud techniques (e.g. Gardner, Chmiel, & Wall, 1996) . Ironically, this difficulty is heightened, as skill becomes more highly tuned and automatic. On the other hand, it has to be remembered that verbal reports should be and are used in conjunction with other data such as general behavioural records, discussed above. Thus Eekhout and Rouse (1981) studied the performance of seven crews in coping with failures in a high fidelity supertanker engine control room using a mixture of verbal protocols, computer log of events, interviews, questionnaires and observation. Investigating diagnostic strategies of process control operators, both Hoc (1989) and Patrick, James, and Friend (1996) used concurrent verbal report in conjunction with other behavioural records.
Ideally retrospective verbal reports should be collected immediately after task performance whilst STM still holds relevant information. Verbal probes should be carefully designed to act as appropriate retrieval cues when reports depend upon LTM. The Critical Decision Method (Klein, 2000; Klein, Calderwood, & MacGregor, 1989) , involves retrospective verbal reports and the reliability, validity and utility of this method are discussed comprehensively by Hoffman et al. (1998) . Bereiter and Miller (1989) obtained retrospective reports as quickly as possible after the event and showed troubleshooters their actual sequence of actions and comments during task performance. Hoc and Leplat (1983) required retrospective reports following short segments of a task. In this way people had little opportunity to forget or fabricate. Moreover, the fact that they were not aware of the solution to the task meant that they were less likely to rationalize their behaviour. On the negative side, breaking a task into segments creates a further problem of lack of ecological validity. Reinartz (1993) , in order to increase the validity of retrospective verbalizations, used a post-simulation commentary technique. Operators were given practice in making commentaries and clear instructions to say what they were thinking and doing and why. They were also given a written set of instructions about this to use while making the commentaries. They could not discuss the study with anyone, but were allowed to view a replay of their actions to aid in recall.
Verbal reports, in some form, are central to process tracing and it is important that precautions are taken to minimize any threat to their validity. Although ultimately validity cannot be guaranteed, if verbal reports are collected alongside other behavioural data together with the state of the evolving work situation, then such concerns can be minimized.
Eye movements
More contentious is the growing use of techniques that collect data concerning eye movements. Eye movement and fixation registrations have been employed in various areas of work psychology (e.g. Hella 1987; Papin, Metges, & Amalberti, 1984) . The use of eye movement data has been encouraged by the finding from several studies of a relationship between eye movement and aspects of task performance. Card (1982) , in the context of human-computer interaction, found that the time taken to peruse a menu was proportional to the number of saccadic eye movements (sweeps between fixation points). Similarly, Graf, Sigl, Van der Heiden, and Kreuger (1987) found that difficult tasks on visual display units involved longer fixations and shorter saccadic sweeps. Concordance has also been found between verbalizations of task performance and eye movement data (Kaplan & Schoenfeld, 1966; Winikoff, 1967) .
However, more recently, some writers have moved beyond these empirical relationships to suggest that eye fixation locations can be used to infer a person's situation awareness in complex work situations, which will facilitate any process tracing. During air traffic control scenarios, most errors occur during the initial monitoring phase, and because eye fixations vary widely during this period, Smolensky (1993) suggests that variations in eye movements correspond to changes in situation awareness. Similarly, Droivoldsmo et al. (1998) argue that eye fixation dwell times can be used as a measure of the situation awareness of nuclear power plant operators. Hansen (1991) claims that measures of foveal vision over the target area actually indicate the 'shift of focus of the cognitive processing within the visual field' (p. 33). Whilst it is obvious that eye tracking devices can detect what a person is looking at, it is impossible to determine whether, and to what degree, the information that is being fixated is either perceived or understood.
Insights into workers' cognitive activities are more likely to be gleaned when eye movement data is combined with other data. Pinsky and Theureu (1987) used video recordings to monitor where and when the operator was looking during a task. This information was combined with keystroke data and retrospective protocols, and from this it was possible to describe how problems were diagnosed besides decision times and operational errors. Similarly in a process control study by Moray and Rotenberg (1989) eye movement data were combined with records of a person's interaction with the system to investigate how multiple faults were detected and how the system was controlled. It was found that during fault management there was an increase in the frequency of looks at the failed system rather than longer looks; that detection of a fault sometimes preceded action by many seconds; and that information processing becomes restricted to one failed subsystem at the expense of detecting and dealing with additional faults that occur subsequently.
Finally, eye movement recordings may be used for a different function. For example, Russo et al. (1989) found that participants' retrospective verbalizations were far more extensive when guided by information on their own eye movements during task performance. This finding is confirmed by Hansen's (1991) study, thus suggesting another role for the collection of eye movement data when involved in process tracing.
Despite some potential benefits of eye movement recordings, the apparatus required is both expensive and technically challenging to operate. In addition, an immense volume of data is generated that is not straightforward to filter and interpret. Therefore, for most process-tracing studies of work situations, there would have to be a strong justification to merit its use.
Transcription, integration and segmentation
The second stage of process tracing concerns transcribing the person's recorded behaviour, both physical and verbal, into an integrated timelined account. Records of physical behaviour involve the person's actions in relation to the state of the work situation and this information is supplemented by either concurrent or retrospective verbal reports by that person.
This process can be illustrated with an example from a study by Patrick, Grainger et al. (1999) . The purpose of this study was to train process control operators in diagnosing unusual plant events. Data were collected from 17 experienced operators, each of whom tackled fault scenarios on a plant simulator. Operators' actions, concurrent verbalizations and the control room screens selected during the scenarios were video recorded. An operator's concurrent verbalizations during each scenario were transcribed into a tabular format, onto which was imposed each screen selected and any control action, including the time in minutes and seconds at which it took place. Text was segmented initially into rows corresponding to each new control room screen selected by the operator. This is illustrated in Table 1 , which contains an excerpt from one operator's performance when tackling a leak and instrument failure scenario. Columns 1-4 in Table 1 record the time, the nature of the control room panels inspected and the accompanying verbal report during a period of 3 minutes and 7 seconds of this scenario. In this time period the operator made no control actions. This transcribed, integrated and time-lined account of the raw data provides the basis for further analyses in subsequent stages of process tracing.
The manner in which the data are segmented depends upon the purpose of the study and the level of granularity that is required. In the above example, the data are segmented initially with respect to each control screen that is selected. However, in some instances different ideas are verbalized even when the operator is looking at the same control screen and so these can be further segmented. For example, in the excerpt in Table 1 , after 6 minutes and 4 seconds of the scenario, the operator is viewing panel C that provides information concerning the heat exchangers. Initially he notes that pressure is decreasing, although his next comment 'Where are we now?' is of a different, more reflective nature and is therefore differentiated in the transcription. How any verbal report is segmented will vary from only a few words to a paragraph or large chunk of text and this will depend on the nature of the cognitive activities being coded.
Coding
Stage 3 in process tracing involves encoding the transcribed data. This step occurs in any process tracing and is important because it imposes structure on the data and begins to shape the data according to some preconceived theoretical perspective. How this is achieved varies immensely depending on the investigator's purpose and the strength of the theory underlying the study. Ericsson and Simon (1993) , in their authoritative discussion of this issue, suggest that encoding may take place in one or two stages depending on whether the theoretical base is strong or weak. In the former, more desirable situation, the coding categories are imposed in a top-down fashion in accordance with the analyst's theory or model concerning particular cognitive activities involved in the task. In this situation the analyst encodes data of theoretical interest in a one-off process. On the other hand, when the theoretical basis is weak, encoding categories may be derived in a bottom-up fashion through exploration of the data. In this case, Ericsson and Simon propose two encoding stages, the first of which involves a behavioural coding with minimal inference that is facilitated by some form of task analysis, before a second encoding, aimed at identifying the person's cognitions during task performance.
At the heart of any process tracing is a taxonomy of cognitive-related categories that are used for encoding the transcribed data. Whilst it is not a question of judging whether categories are right or wrong, there is a need for their selection and definition to be carefully considered, particularly where process tracing is used in an exploratory rather than confirmatory mode. Categories should be mutually exclusive and, even when they are not exhaustive, consideration needs to be given to the activities that are to be omitted from the process tracing.
The nature of the cognitive categories that have been used in process tracing studies varies in terms of their level of description and the extent to which the descriptors are specified in a manner that is domain dependent or independent. This is apparent even within the many process tracing studies that adopt an information-processing perspective. For example, both Pew et al. (1981) and Roth, Woods, and Pople (1992) adopt information-processing descriptors that are domain independent although their level of specification differs. Pew et al. use eight information-processing categories derived from Rasmussen's (1980) decision-making model to classify nuclear power plant operators' errors ranging from detection, identification, to evaluation of alternatives and ultimately to procedure execution. In contrast, Roth et al. (1992) adopt a coarser grain dividing their analysis into three categories corresponding to monitor/detect, interpret and control. Other studies use a mixture of information-processing and domain-related categories. For instance, Patrick et al. (1996) used eight categories to encode concurrent verbalizations some of which are related to information processing (e.g. identification) and some to the nature of the task (e.g. irrational statement). In contrast, studies by Tenney and Kurland (1988) and Kurland and Tenney (1988) , also examining troubleshooting in field settings, use largely domain dependent categories that relate to, e.g., signals functioning and information flow in radar systems.
Categories may be dictated by an investigator's theoretical perspective concerning the cognitive activities involved in the task. A study by Brinkman (1993) was concerned with two fault-finding strategies ('tracing back' and 'hypothesis-and-test') , derived from a logical analysis of the task, and were therefore used as coding categories. Also in the Patrick, Grainger et al. (1999) study, described above, the goal of the study was to improve operators' hypothesis generation processes during unusual plant events. Therefore coding involved the identification of all the operators' hypotheses during each fault scenario, which was carried out blind by two researchers independently. The hypotheses identified for the same operator in the training condition, discussed above, are specified in column 5 of Table 1 . In this excerpt, the operator proposes two single fault hypotheses (H 1 : Losing coolant and H 2 : Vessel Pressure Mimic fault) and subsequently the correct multiple fault hypothesis (H 3 : Vessel Pressure Mimic fault and slow depressurization). There is some ambiguity about the classification of H 2 , because it is uncertain whether H 1 is still extant at the time when H 2 is proposed. However, the classification made is conservative, avoiding such an inference that goes beyond the available evidence.
In the absence of a strong rationale, such high-level strategy codings should only be attempted after the application of lower-level codings. Bereiter and Miller (1989) illustrate this in their study of troubleshooting in a computer-controlled manufacturing system. Verbal reports concerning the electricians' activities were collected soon after their participation in each troubleshooting event and were initially coded into categories relating to 'beliefs' and 'activities'. Five belief categories were derived from the electricians' reports of possible causes of the fault (i.e. its physical location, its location in a sequence of events, the type of problem, the identified symptom/s and, its specific nature/location). The electricians' activities were divided into three categories concerning hypothesis test, repair and information collection. Following analysis at the level of individual activities, data were analysed at the level of entire episodes, representing a higher-level coding. This enabled sources of troubleshooting difficulty to be identified in relation to information utilisation in different segments of each episode.
Although the nature of the task delimits the range of cognitive categories used, there is still considerable variation in coding even between studies using the same type of task. Thus studies of troubleshooting in industry, whilst using at least one category that codes the worker's hypotheses, also employ other categories. For example, Schraagen and Schaafstal (1996) , in a study of naval troubleshooters, use categories of 'hypothesis generation' and 'hypothesis testing' together with others labelled 'problem description' and 'conclusions'. employed seven coding categories including 'hypotheses', 'predictions' and 'reflections', each of which was subdivided.
It is evident that the nature of the cognitive categories varies immensely between studies. Also the lack of consistent labelling of apparently the same cognitive activity between studies makes it difficult to compare results. Perhaps the most fundamental reason that greater attention needs to be paid to such issues is that once the data have been filtered and chunked into one set of categories, then it is difficult, if not impossible, to translate them into a different taxonomy.
Finally, irrespective of exactly the number and nature of the coding steps involved in process tracing, reliability is an extremely important issue that is frequently insufficiently addressed and reported. Where categories are developed bottom-up, independent judges should refine categories iteratively, with some form of reliability being computed, even if this involves only simple percentage agreement. Bainbridge (1990) discusses the need for a separation between those with domain knowledge who may develop the categories and coders who subsequently apply them. In the Brinkman (1993) study in which strategy categories were pre-specified, six coders were employed and measures of both intra-rater and inter-rater agreement were calculated. Klein, Calderwood, and MacGregor (1989) develop what they term a 'critical decision method' for eliciting knowledge retrospectively in semi-structured interviews about the decision making in incidents, such as fire-fighting. They emphasize the importance of reliability in terms of both how two coders, one of whom developed the coding scheme, identify 'decision points' and also how these decision points are further classified.
Further analysis and representation
There are unlimited ways in which the coded data can be further analysed and represented. During this final stage of process tracing, the analyst is involved in filtering or expanding data from the coding stage and subjecting them to further transformation whereby certain aspects of cognition are made more salient. A variety of types of further analysis and representation have been used in studies of process tracing, some of these are discussed by Sanderson et al. (1989) . One minimum level of further analysis involves evaluating whether a worker's cognition is correct. Thus, in the example from the Patrick, Grainger et al. study, discussed above, each operator's hypothesis was evaluated according to whether it was consistent or inconsistent with the symptoms identified by the operator at that time; whether it was identified as inconsistent by the operator; and whether it was modified or abandoned. Examples of such evaluations are recorded in column 5 of Table 1 , adjacent to the hypotheses. This results in a rich qualitative description that highlights the development and nature of an operator's attempts at problem solving. However it is often useful to also develop generalizations about operators' performance that can be quantified. For example, in this study, this can be achieved by aggregating these evaluations so that comparisons of performance can be made between operators in the training and control conditions. From this it was found that operators in both conditions generated initially a single fault hypothesis but operators in the training condition were better able to identify its inconsistency with the available symptoms and extend it appropriately into a consistent multiple fault hypothesis, as illustrated by the performance of the operator whose performance is recorded in Table 1 . Operators in the control condition tended to be unable to do this and incorrectly abandoned partially correct single fault hypotheses.
There is a need to be able to capture and represent, at a global level, a person's reasoning during a scenario in relation to changes in the task and work situation. State-space diagrams have been used to illustrate how a system or product can be changed by a person's actions (e.g. Baber & Stanton, 1994; Sanderson et al., 1989) although such representations do not capture the task performer's changing cognitive states. Some process-tracing studies adopt Newell and Simon's (1972) perspective that problem solving can be characterized as a search through a problem space whereby the person begins with an initial knowledge state that is progressively transformed by the application of mental operators. This approach is adopted in studies of troubleshooting by Bereiter and Miller (1989) , Hoc (1989) , Patrick, Gregor et al. (1999) and Hasselbrock and Prietula (1992) . In these studies the cognitive categories that are used differentiate between a person's knowledge states and the cognitive or physical activities that transform these knowledge states. The advantage of this approach is that it is then possible to represent a person's reasoning in visuospatial form with some type of problem behaviour graph, after Newell and Simon. Bereiter and Miller (1989) develop modified problem behaviour graphs that represent the transition between 'belief states' as a consequence of the troubleshooter's different actions. Hasselbrock and Prietula (1992) differentiate three knowledge states and eight types of conceptual operation in order to represent a physician's medical reasoning, although they also find it necessary to add a third category type which they label 'lines of reasoning', relating to the type of representation guiding the physician's reasoning. Patrick, Gregor et al. (1999) developed MAPS (Mental State and Activities in the Problem Space), a technique used to map an operator's major cognitive activities during problem solving at work. Although it was developed for use in the process control domain it can be adapted for other fields by changing the specification of the descriptors. MAPS provides a high-level overview of an operator's major cognitive states and activities in relation to the evolution of the work situation. MAPS differentiates between five mental states ('hypothesis specification'; 'hypothesis resolution'; 'knowledge of symptom'; 'knowledge of plant'; and 'knowledge of an alarm') and six activities ('information gathering'; 'symptom identification'; 'hypothesis testing'; 'hypothesis generation'; 'reviewing/reflection'; and 'system control'). This form of representation is not only of use to the analyst attempting to make sense of the process tracing but also to the performer for whom it can provide a debrief concerning performance. The MAPS diagram in Fig. 1 provides an overview of the performance of the same operator in the training condition tackling the leak and vessel pressure instrument failure scenario. The part of the MAPS diagram that is outlined corresponds to that part of the transcript covered by Table 1 . In order to compare the previous coding of hypotheses with the more extensive MAPS coding, the latter is detailed in column 6 of Table 1 . Inspection of the MAPS diagram reveals that the operator is involved in information gathering and symptom identification during the early stages of troubleshooting before generating a single fault hypothesis that is ultimately modified into a correct diagnosis of the work situation.
The MAPS representation also supports the search for high-level descriptions of a person's problem-solving strategy. It is often important to identify and represent a person's goal sequence. From the MAPS coding and representation it is possible to chunk a person's activities into a series of goal-directed activities. For example, in the outlined portion of Fig. 1 that represents the transcribed and coded account in Table 1 , the operator iterates between the main goals of hypothesis generation and hypothesis testing, each of which can be divided into sub-goals. After the nature of these goals has been identified together with their accompanying activities, it is then possible to evaluate performance deficiencies. Some goals adopted by a worker may be ineffective or inefficient because they are restrictive, premature, erroneous or redundant (e.g. performing unnecessary hypothesis tests). Similarly, the means by which the person attempts to achieve these goals may deviate from ideal performance. In this way a goal-oriented troubleshooting strategy can be characterized and evaluated.
A visuospatial representation of a worker's cognitions during a task, such as encapsulated by a MAPS diagram, provides a powerful overview so that critical parts of work performance can be identified and evaluated.
Conclusions
There has been a dramatic upsurge in the use of some form of process-tracing analysis in order to piece together the evolution of a person's mental activities during complex work situations such as troubleshooting. Despite the popularity of process tracing, no one formal methodology exists to accomplish this. Typically, data obtained from general behavioural records and verbal reports are combined, categorized, structured and represented although how this is done not only varies considerably but also is often not reported fully. In order to disentangle the issues involved with this methodological approach, four generic stages of process tracing are proposed and discussed. It is argued that greater prominence needs to be given to these stages in terms of how they are carried out and the associated rationale for each. To date most discussion has centred upon the data collection methods used in the first stage of process tracing and in particular the validity of verbal self-report. Despite Ericsson and Simon's (1993) theoretical account of the conditions in which verbal reports are valid and recommendations concerning the use of practice at making such reports together with the careful phrasing of instructions, there always will and should be some doubt associated with inferences about cognition based on verbal report alone. This doubt can be reduced where verbal reports are combined with other types of data such as general behavioural records and eye movements concerning a task performer's actions in relation to changes in the work situation.
Arguably one of the most important and least discussed methodological issues involved in process tracing is the set of cognitive categories used that reflects the aspects of cognition of interest to the analyst. The nature of these categories and their granularity require careful consideration irrespective of whether the analysis is theoretically driven or not. Justification for the selection of these categories and definition of them should become a routine part of the reporting of any process-tracing study. In the coding and subsequent stages of process tracing, some degree of inference is inevitably involved. Nevertheless these stages can still be accomplished rigorously, and reporting of the procedures involved together with their reliability should become an explicit part of any process-tracing study. Inferential leaps are not only associated with process tracing but are now being recognized as integral to the use of other more traditional job and task analysis techniques (Morgeson & Campion, 2000; Sanchez & Levine, 2000) .
Process tracing is a diffuse yet resource demanding form of cognitive task analysis that is helpful in understanding performance in complex and critical dynamic work situations. Careful attention to, and explication of, the detail of all aspects of its methodology are important.
